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Executive Sunmary

Purpose The Social Security Administration (ssA) spent about $29.2 million in
fiscal year 1988 reviewing disability decisions made by state disability
determination services (DOss). These reviews are done primarily to (I)
measure DDS performance in meeting accuracy standards and (2) correcl
as many erroneous benefit allowances as possible. This report evaluates
ssA's effectiveness in accomplishing the latter objective.

Backgsround ssA administers two disability programs under the Social Security Act:the Disability Insurance program under title II and Supplemental Secur-

ity Income for disabled and blind persons under title XVI. For both pro-
grams, ssA relies on state agencies (Doss) to make initial disability
dete;minations on individual claims. The DDSs also (I) reconsider unfa-
vorable decisions if requested by claimants and (2) periodically review
the medical condition of persons on the disability rolls (continuing disa-
bility reviews) to determine if they are still disabled. ssA funds the Doss.
provides guidance to them, and reviews a sample of their decisions.

This report discusses only ssA's reviews of title II decisions made by
Duss. ssA reviewed about 409,000 of the 1.5 milion title It decisions r)os&
made in fiscal year 1988. About 51,000 of these reviews were classified
as quality assurance (QA) reviews, done to determine whether DOSS are
meeting standards of accuracy. (See p. 10.) The QA reviews covered botl
favorable and unfavorable DOS decisions. The remaining 358,000
reviews covered only favorable decisions. They were done to satisfy a
1980 legislative requirement that ssA review at least 65 percent of
favorable DW decisions. All reviews are done before the claimant is noti
fled of the decision, but ssm commonly refers to only the legislatively
required reviews as preeffectuation reviews (PERs).

Results in Brief sSA selects all review cases randomly. While this is appropriate for the
QA sample that measures DrOs accuracy, the PER sample could produce

better results if ssA targeted it to categories of cases most susceptible tc
incorrect ots decisions. ssA knows from its QA data that some types of
decisions (such as allowances of claims involving back injuries or
chronic lung disease) are more difficult for oos than others. If,%A
focused its sample on the more difficult (error-prone) types of cases, it
could correct more erroneous decisions than it does using a random
approach. even with a lower volume of reviews.

The current PER reviews of DOS continuances (resulting from continuing
disability reviews) change very few Dos decisions. If the resources sper
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on those reviews were made available for targeted reviews of initial DON
allowances, substantially more incorrect benefit awards would be identi-
fied and reversed, with future benefit savings.

GAO Analysis GAO estimated that ssA's reviews of favorable DOS decisions in fiscal year
1988 will result in long-term net savings of about $69 million -about $6
million from QA reviews and $63 million from PER reviews. iPER reviews
of initial DOS allowances will result in savings of about $55 million, or
$5.18 in reduced benefit payments for each $1.00 spent reviewing cases
GAO calculates that targeting fiscal year 1988 PER reviews of initial
allowances could have increased ssA's savings to $87 million Because
such targeting would involve reviewing the more difficult types of cases.
it would require an increase in reviewer and physician resources of
about $2.1 million. (See p. 17.)

GAO estimated that SSA's fiscal year 1988 PER reviews of DOS continti-
ances will save $0.6 million, or $1.09 in future benefit payments for
each $1.00 spent. If ssA had used the resources spent on these reviews
for targeted reviews of initial ows allowances, additional savings of
about $33 million could have been obtained. (See p. 18.) However, s-A
would need legislative authorization to exclude continuances from the
universe of cases that s,'A is required to review. Without such authoriza-
tion, ssA could reduce its reviews of continuances and shift some
resources to its reviews of initial allowances. GAO did not estimate the
fiscal impact of such an adjustment.

GAO recommends that the Secretary direct ss' to use a targeted sampleRecommendation, _ to for its PER reviews of initial DOS allowances. While this would require
the Secretary of some additional review and medical staff, costs would be far exceeded

Health and Human by the reductions in future benefit payments resulting from the targeted

Services reviews.

Recommendation to The Congress should revise section 221(c) of the Social Security Act to
exclude continuances from the universe of DOS decisions SsA is required

the Congress to review. ,sA could then limit its reviews of continuances to a quality

assurance sample and transfer administrative resources to a more (ost-
effective targeted review of initial DOs allowances.
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Agency Comments The Department of Health and Human Services (HUs) provided written
comments on a draft of this report. IIHS agreed that the PER reviews of
initial allowances can be targeted to be more effective, and that the PFR

reviews of continuing disability reviews are only minimally effective
mins said that, although it agreed that the relative effectiveness of the
PER process could be improved, the PER review should not be limited to
initial cases only. ims added that any legislation in this regard should
provide maximum flexibility to direct resources where they are most
needed.

GAO's recommendation would increase ss's flexibility by eliminating th
current legislative requirement to include continuances in the universe,
of cases that sA is required to review. It would not prohibit ssA from
reviewing continuances or any other types of cases if ssA thought this
was needed to improve the accuracy of decisions. Such reviews would t
in addition to the legislatively required reviews of initial and reconsidei
ation allowances
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Chapter 1

Background

The Social Security Administration (sSA) administers two disability pro-
grams under the Social Security Act: the Disability Insurance program
under title II and Supplemental Security Income for disabled and blind
persons under title XVI. As required by law, ssA relies on state disabilitý
determination services (Doss) to make initial determinations on individ-
ual claims. Dtss also handle claimant requests for reconsideration of
initial denials and periodically review the status of persons on the disa-
bility rolls to determine if medical improvement has occurred. These lat
ter determinations are known as continuing disability reviews (CDRS),

%A funds the DOSS, provides guidance to them, and reviews a sample of
their decisions. SSA classifies some of its reviews as quality assurance
(QA) reviews, which it uses primarily to measure performance in meetin
accuracy standards. Other reviews, called preeffectuation reviews
(PERS), are done to satisfy a 1980 legislative requirement that sA reviev
at least 65 percent of DOS title II favorable decisions (allowances and
continuances). ssA counts the QA reviews of favorable DDS decisions as
part of the 65-percent requirement.

Quality Assurance in S uses a three-tiered quality assurance process to foster accuracy and
consistency in the disability program. ooss are required to have internal

the Disability Program quality assurance programs. ss's regional Disability Quality Branches
review DOS decisions, and ssA headquarters staff review a sample of the
cases examined by the regional branches.

States may vary their approaches to quality assurance to suit their par-
ticular needs. We visited the Ohio and Indiana DOSS to discuss their intei
nal QA programs. Ohio was randomly reviewing all types of decisions.
Indiana was also randomly reviewing all decisions except reconsidera-
tions and cases involving mental impairments. Indiana officials said
they had stopped reviewing the latter because they were getting few
returns of these decisions from SSA. Both Doss used their internal QA
reviews to give accuracy ratings to examiners and examiner units.

sA's regional branches review decisions to assign accuracy rates to eaci
DOS. The reviewers are sSA employees, while ssA contracts with physi-
cians to provide medical consultation to the reviewers. The regional
branches return cases to DOms if they believe the decisions are incorrect
or the supporting documentation inadequate. If a DOS disagrees with
,%'s reasons for returning a case, it may attempt to rebut SSA's position
If the DOS agrees that its decision was deficient, it changes the decision
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or obtains additional evidence to support its original decision. About
one-half of the QA returns result in a change of DDS decisions

ssA uses the Q.A results to determine whether DOss are at least 90-percent
accurate in deciding claims and are properly documenting their deci-
sions. (Many documentational errors are corrected without changing the
decisions.) If a DOS fails to meet the standards for two consecutive
quarters, SSA may conduct a management review and require corrective
actions. ssA's Office of Disability Program Quality also monitors consis-
tency among the regions by reviewing a sample of the QA cases from the
regional branches.

Reviews Required by the In the early and mid-1970s, the title II disability program grew rapidly.

1980 Amendments straining the resources of the disability trust fund. The program's
growth was a result of high numbers of disability applications, a high
approval (allowance) rate by BOss, and benefit increases. In addition. the
advent of the title XVI disability program in 1974 greatly increased tIS-

caseloads.

In an effort to improve the quality and uniformity of DDs decisions, the
Congress (in P.L. 265) amended section 221 of the Social Security Act to
require SSA to review at least 65 percent of favorable title II DrX deci-
sions (allowing or continuing benefits) before the decisions took effect
(hence the name preeffectuation reviews, or PERs).

SSA's Implementation of ssA originally conducted PER reviews on a targeted basis but discontin-
Preeffectuation Reviews ued targeting once the program was fully implemented. The law pro-

vided that PER reviews could be phased in: at least 15 percent in the first
year, 35 percent in the second year, and 65 percent thereafter. s, began
in fiscal year 1981 by reviewing certain types of allowances that were
more error prone, such as those involving vocational considerations as
well as medical conditions. When expanding its sample in fiscal year
1982, SSA added certain types of disabilities, such as back ailments, that
were considered difficult to evaluate. ssA also began doing its QA reviews
before the decisions took effect, and thus began counting them toward
the PER review requirement.

At the 15- and 35-percent review levels, SSA was targeting its samples at
the more error-prone types of cases. In September 1981, ,SA recom-
mended to the Congress that the 65-percent level be deferred until it
could be determined whether the targeted 35-percent review could
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achieve the results that the Congress was seeking at the 65-percent
review level When the Congress made no legislative changes, .SSA aban-
doned targeting and went to a random 65-percent sample. ssA officials
told us they abandoned targeting because (1) selecting the sample was
becoming burdensome for DDSS, (2) it was easier to estimate regional
staffing needs with a random sample, and (3) targeting was less effec-
tive at the 65-percent review level.

Table 1.1 summarizes the results of SA's PER reviews from 1981 Lhrougl
1988. It includes reviews of title 11 allowances and continuances. The
table shows that the percentage of DDS decisions reversed by PER reviewi,
has steadily declined. SsA officials cited the following reasons for this
(1) targeted sampling was replaced by random sampling, (2) DDS accu-
racy for allowances has improved, and (3) PER reviews of continuance
decisions have yielded fewer reversals since implementation of the med-
ical improvement standard required by 1984 legislation.'

Table 1,1: SSA's Preeffectuetion
Reviews (F scal Years 1981 88) Returned Percent Decision Percer

Fiscal year Reviews* to DOS returmed reversed reverse,
19810' 73.738 6413 Q87 3725 5

9820 18282824 Q .792 70 7 294

1983 285 584 12.299 4 3 6.586 2
1984 -- 282261 8 525 30 4846
1985- 221 983 6.054 2 7 3,297
1986 - 262 418 6566 2 5 3,559
1987 309202 6483 21 3565
1988 386150 7663 - 20 3,540
'Beginning in 1982 SSA counted CA reviews of favorable decisions n meeting the 65 pece'c

requirement

"SSA targeted PER samples in '9981 and 1982
'SSA suspended continu•ng disability reviews for part of 1%984 and all of 1985

Reviews in Fiscal Year ssA reviewed 409,172 DDS title II decisions in fiscal year 1988. at a cost
1988 of about $29.2 million. These included about 51,000 QA reviews of both

favorable and unfavorable decisions and 358,000 PER reviews of
allowances and continuances. (See table 1.2.)

'Under Public Law 984M (Skcial Security Disability Benefits Reform Act of 1984). dlsablit.• finefi
cannot be terminated unless substantial evidence shows that there has been medical irprovenent in
an individual's condition allowing the individual to engage mn substantial gainful activity
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Table 1.2: SSA Reviews in Fiscal Year
1988 DOS title I1 Reviewed by Percent

decisions SSA aviewed
Favorable decisions 628,758 38",150 61
"ital aiovances 33 738 '97 43

'A sample 4"
PER sample 86 66-

Qecorsidera!tor aic•arýces -79 24 3t646

OA samir P
AER sampe

.OR cor:,nua-ces . 9
OýA sample
PER sample " 1 288c, 4

Unfavorable decisions 895,049 23,022 2

'taa denals 'CAI 506 940 ' 'C2

Recor'scerat on lera s _A 254 62. 3.,X
O]DP cessal ons QA 3 )489 8 968
Total 1,523,807 409.172 27

S,.,,.ce SSA -a're A.ge,•..De,a',cs H-epoxs ýA Peoor' ar, -E
0 
P4 o,'s

-•SA of, c .a's n ,iev•- -e, acn-.,e he , le a.•,,•c• l;.•_ L .1e- fer , p e - ea.es,,e '•,',.,

peo~e ,,o taes leg .n <'aee.s a~r<-s as 4 i,sare' . -,e ar3-i 1sar, - 1, ,.

Ic

Objectives, Scope, arnd This report analyzes how sA('an be more effecti ve in re% tiewIng -, IN

Methodology decisions. ,.A has the following objectives for its reviews

I To measure the accuracy of disability determinations awd tii ter

mine l)1)s performance accuracy, as required by ,-', regulations

2 To detect and correct erroneous disability ailowances

Our work focused on SKA's effectiveness in meting the second (hdn1 1t•t•c

.sA has said that it could be more effective if it were noit required I,t
review as many decisions. It has proposed several times to reduce the

review requirement to 50 percent of allowances and 25 percent of con
tinuances. .sA would then target its sample to the more error-prone
types of decisions We considered this and other alternatives in aL'.'•'

ing ssA's program

During our review, we interviewed ssA officials in the Office of Program
Integrity Reviews. Office of the Actuary, Office of Disability (Operations
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During our review, we interviewed SSA officials in the Office of Program
Integrity Reviews, Office of the Actuary, Office of Disability Operations
and Office of Management and Budget. We visited DoSS in Ohio and Indi-
ana, interviewing management officials and claim supervisors. We vis-
ited ssA regional offices in Chicago and San Francisco, interviewing case
reviewers, supervisors, and medical directors about their workloads and
the impact a targeted PER review sample would have on their work.

We developed a cost-benefit model to estimate the fiscal impact of fiscal
year 1988 reviews and various alternatives. Our model shows the poten
tial effects of targeting the PER sample of initial D06 allowances to error-
prone types of cases, in comparison with SsA's random approach We
used s&m's quality assurance data from fiscal years 1987 and 1988 to
construct a model for targeting the reviews by disability code and basis
of DOs decision. Although we did not verify ssA's data, we did review its
procedures and controls for collecting and reporting the data. Appendix
I presents a detailed discussion of our cost-benefit model and our meth-
odology for estimating the effects of targeting the PER sample.

We did our review from December 1988 through June 1989 in accord-
ance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
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Targeting Samples and Reallocating Resources
Could Improve Effectiveness of SSA's
PER Reviews

ssAs review program saves more in future benefit payments than it
costs in administrative funds However. NA's reviews could be more
effective in identifying and correcting erroneous Dts decisions if ( I )
had more regional medical staff to review PEa cases. (2) sA targeted its
PER reviews to error-prone types of cases rather than using a random
sample. and (3) ssA reduced its reviews of continuances and used those
resources on a targeted review of initial Dos allowances.

SSA's Reviews Have We estimate that ssA spent about $29.2 million reviewing Dos decisions
in fiscal year 1988. of which about $7.2 million was for QA purposes and

Some Positive Results, $22 million for PER reviews. We used a cost-benefit model (see app 1) to,

but Leave Many estimate the savings in future benefit payments (disability and Medi-
care) resulting from those reviews that changed Dos awards to deniaisErroneous Decisions We estimated that total net savings (after deducting costs) from the

Uncorrected reviews of favorable decisions in fiscal year 1988 would be about $69
million, $5.6 million from QA reviews and $63.2 million from PER
reviews.

Table 2.1 breaks this estimate down into reviews of initial allowances.
reconsideration allowances, and continuances It shows that reviews of
allowances are much more cost-effective than reviews of continuances
Table 2.1 also distinguishes the QA review results from the PER results

Table 2.1: Costs and Future Benefit
Reductions From SSA's Fiscal Year 1 88 Dollars ,n millions except per-dollar amounts
PER Reviews - _til___ o il__k__CDIntitial Reaconsideration CDR

allowances allowances continuances
QA reviews:
Future savings (benefit and

Medicare reductions) 548 $1 4 S2 8
Review costs 1 2 03 2
Net future savings 536 $1 2 so 6
Future savings per dollar

spent $400 $542 S' 36
PER reviews:
Future savings (benefit and

Mehicare reductions) 568 5 w9 6 S7 C
Review costs 132 24 64
Net future savings S553 $7 3 $06
Future savings per dollar

spent $518 $408 $1 09
Note Some totail may not Add because of rouncdng a• N table doeS riot include OA reiiis of unfavc,
able DOS deCs-ois

Pase 13 GAO /]155D41O2 A Re iewe of S.•a DlealbillNgiicre•si
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As noted in chapter 1. one of ssA's goals for its review program is to
detect and correct erroneous disability allowances made by the DDSs.
Using sA's QA results, we estimate that DDSS made 42,342 incorrect deci.
sions in fiscal year 1988, of which over 31,000 were incorrect denials.
Through its PER and Q reviews, s changed an estimated 4,459, or 10.5
percent, of the incorrect decisions. As table 2.2 shows, most of the incor
rect DOS denials were left uncorrected. Dnss deny nearly twice as many
claims as they allow. The error rate on denials is twice as high as on
allowances. However, some of these claimants can be expected to
receive benefits through appeals.

Table 2.2: SSA's Correction of DOS
Declilons in Fiscal Year 19g8 Estimated number of Percentag

Incorrect declalone Changed change

Initial allowances 4 976 2.352 47

Reconsideration allowances 1 112 495 44
CDR contnuances 3345 693 20
Initial denials 22457 Q9

Reconsideration denials 8912 10,
COR cessat-ons 1 54C 409 26
Total 42,342 4,459 10.

'Proqected based on SSA s GA data

Insufficient Medical sSA'S PER reviews do not detect all the estimated erroneous decisions .,-
officials said this is because not enough physicians are under contract t(Staff Resources May review all the cases selected for review.

Reduce the
Effectiveness of PER Compared with the results of A reviews, PER reviews do not return as

many deficient DDs decisions. Since the QA samples are statistically ran-Reviews dom samples with a margin of error of 0.3 percent, they should reliably
estimate the percentages of deficient DEs decisions expected in the large
random PER samples. As table 2.3 shows, the QA sample produced a
higher return rate of cases with errors for all categories of reviews in
fiscal year 1988 than did the additional PER sample.

F
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Table 2.3: PER Return Rates for Fiscal
Year 1986 Compared With GA Return Percent of cases returned to DOSes
Rates QA PER

sample sample
Initial allowances 31 2 2

Reconsideration allowances 4 4 2 9

CDR continuances 29 1 3

3As explained in chapter 1 not all decisions returned are reversed

Most of the ssA personnel we interviewed said that this difference
resulted because regional medical staff physicians review nearly all qA
cases, but can review only about 33 percent of the PER cases. They said
that physicians identify some deficiencies in the DDs development of
cases that ss's reviewers do not. ssA's Office of Program Integrity
Reviews has asked regional branches to try to achieve 40-percent physi-
cian review of PER cases, but the goal is not being met. Administrative
budget cuts have affected regional medical staff budgets, and physician
review of PER cases fell to about 30 percent in late fiscal year 1989. In an
attempt to make the best use of limited resources, ssA has directed that
regional reviewers automatically refer certain error-prone categories of
cases, such as back ailments and lung diseases, to the medical staffs.

PER Reviews Would One of sA's objectives for PER reviews is to detect and correct erroneous
disability allowances. The reviews could be more effective in accom-

Be More Effective If plishing this objective if ssA targeted its sample to cases more likely to

the Sample Were be incorrect rather than selecting cases randomly.

Targeted To more fully demonstrate the effects of targeting, we analyzed results

using targeted samples ranging from 5 to 100 percent of initial
allowances. We used QA data from fiscal years 1987 and 1988 to identify
the most error-prone types of decisions. (See app. I.) At the 5-percent
level, only the most error-prone types of decisions would be reviewed.
For each 5-percent increase in sample size, the types of cases added to
the sample would be slightly less error prone than in the smaller sample.
Thus, the number of reversals grows more slowly as the sample is
enlarged.

Our analysis shows that if the fiscal year 1988 reviews of initial
allowances had been targeted. ssA would have identified and reversed a

'Fifty-five disabilities would be involved. including chronic lung disease. anxiety. alcohoiisrm And
multiple sclerosis.
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larger percentage of incorrect allowances than it did with its random
sample. Using our cost-benefit model (described in app. I), we estimate
that with the same number of reviews, net future savings could have
increased by $32 million. (See fig. 2.1.)

Figure 2.1: Benefit Savings From

Targeting PER Sample of Initial 12 dllkms allars
Allowances

7.

U
U

/1/1

Note Based on reviewing the same rnber of cases SSA reviewed in fiscal year 1988 186 666)

Table 2.4 shows our analysis of future savings that would be generated
by targeted samples of other sizes. We present these data to show what
could be expected from alternatives to the current 65-percent require-
ment. Table 2.4 excludes A reviews because we believe these should be
done on a random basis in order to measure DOS accuracy.

We assume in this analysis that ssA's regional medical staffs, in addition
to reviewing QA cases, could review up to 20 percent of all PER initial
allowances, which is about the number they have been reviewing. This
would require some additional medical staff to cope with the higher
number of error-prone cases in the sample.
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Table 2.4: Nat Future Benefit Savings
From Aitamerttive Sizes of Targeted PER Do•lars in millons
Sample$ Initial allowances Percent of total Nat future

reviewed reviewed Cost of reviews savings
53008 165 567 $581
66180 206 84 7' 7

f9 76 248 93 749

97 021 302 104 77 9

112441 350 !1 3 802

128.504 400 -123 824
145.531 " 453 1 32 84 2
159.988 498 140 856

176694 550 148 B6 6
195,969 61_0 158 8,8

20,5 64 7 163 863

Ten of the 12 regional reviewers we interviewed said targeting the PF.R

sample would be a good idea, because they now spend part of their time
reviewing cases that are obvious allowances with little or no chance of
error. However, a targeted sample would be more time consuming
because the case mix would be more difficult to review and more cases
would be returned requiring written rationale for the disagreement

We believe ssA would have to increase review and medical staff to do a
targeted review if the volume of cases remained at current levels Also.
productivity expectations, in terms of the number of cases reviewers

must complete, would have to be reduced. After reviewing ss's data on
productivity of regional review and medical staffs and calculating cost-
per-case averages, we concluded that ss would have to spend an addi
tional $2.1 million to review the same number of initial allowances it

reviewed in fiscal year 1988. (.See p. 24.) This calculation is included in
our analysis in table 2.4.

Paps I? GAD/HRD". SBA URviews of SLate Dimkllatv nlrd-&os
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Resources Used to The PER reviews of DIM continuances, done by .I's Office of Disability
Operations and program service centers, change very few nrx[ decisionsReview CDR By our estimate, PER reviews of continuances produced only $1 09 in

Continuances Could future benefit savings for each $1 (H) spent in fiscal year 1988. corn
Be Better Usd pared with $5.18 from ss's PER reviews of initial ist allowances S ,*ee

table 2.1
Reviewing Initial
Awards ssA could do somewhat fewer continuance PElt reviews if it chorses

However. %A would need legislative authorization to exclude continu-
ances from the universe of cases that it is required to review If the
resources used to review continuances were available to the regional
review branches for a targeted review of initial D[s allowances, substan
tially more could be saved in future benefit payments. As explained ear
Iier,•SA'S PER reviews of initial allowances would be more effective if
review and regional medical staffs were larger This would be especially
true with a targeted sample of initial allowances, which would focus on
the more time-consuming caes

If the fiscal year 1988 PER reviews of initial allowances had been
targeted and the funds now spent reviewing continuances had been
used, PER reviews could have identified cases with a potential for about
$120 million in net future benefit savings. This would have been an
increase of $64 million over the estimated $56 million saved by sS,'s
actual PER reviews of initial allowances ($55.3 million) and continuances
($0 6 million) (See fig 2 2.)

-We did not .emime the flwi wnpart of OtcSh amers

raw, iI GAOUIoNDSU A Rt be oufftia DisaJt, tvflrel.s
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Figure 2.2: Savings From Targeted
Sample Using Reallocated CDR ofom
Resofurces 2
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Note Based on~ reviewing the same number of cases SSA reviewed in fiscal year 1%8 186 666

Table 2.5 shows net future benefit savings (disability and Medicare) for
alternative sample sizes in the same way that table 2.4 did, except that
table 2.5 assumes that over $7 million (mostly from the continuance
reviews) could be made available for a more intensive review of initial
allowances. This would make it possible for regional medical staffs to
review up to 50 percent of all initial allowances. (See table 1.7 for sampl
sizes from 5 to 100 percent.)

raw Is GAO/N3D4WW S MA Revirtew of State Dislaahty Derisior
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Rmeeowte CA"dd Improve Effectienem of
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"Table 2.5: Net Future PER Saving, From
Alternativ Sizae of Targeted Samples Dolars in milhons
Using Reallocated CDR Resources nia ce- Percent of total -Nel future

reviewed reviewed Cost of reviews savings
53008 165 $67 $581

66180 ___206 84 71 7

79763 5 248 100 820
97021 302 120 920

112.441 350 138 998
128,504 400 156 1073
145.531 453 175 1134
159,988 498 191 1183

176.694 -- __ 550 199 193

195,969 610 209 1206
207.856 647 214 1225

Conclusions sSs PER reviews could be more effective if the sample were targeted
according to error-prone characteristics rather than selected randomly.
This would, however, produce a sample of cases that are more difficult
and time-consuming to review. If no change is made in the legislative
requirement to review 65 percent of favorable DOS decisions, '. would
have to provide its regional review branches with more resources to
adequately review a targeted sample. Our analysis shows that the addi-
tional administrative spending would be justified by the substantial
increase in future benefit savings generated by the reviews.

The current reviews of DOS continuances yield little in future savings. A
shift of resources from these reviews to a targeted review of initial
allowances should be beneficial because it would permit a more intense
review of such allowances with more medical staff reviews. This would

enhance the effectiveness of a targeted review of error-prone
allowances.



Chapter 2
Targetng Samples and Reaflocatig
Resources Could Improve Effectiveness of

SSA's PER Reviews

We recommend that the Secretary direct SSA to use a targeted sample for

Recommendation to its PER reviews of initial DDS allowances. While this would require some

the Secretary of additional review and medical staff, costs would be far exceeded by the

Health and Human reductions in future benefit payments resulting from the targeted

Services reviews.

Recommendation to The Congress should revise section 221(c) of the Social Security Act to
exclude CDR continuances from the universe of DDS decisions SSA is

the Congress required to review. SSA could then limit its reviews of continuances to a

quality assurance sample and transfer administrative resources to a
more cost-effective targeted review of initial DDS allowances.

Agency Comments on January 22, 1990, the Department of Health and Human Services
(HHs) provided us with written comments on a draft of this report. (See
app. II) HHS agreed that the PER review of initial allowances can be
targeted to be more effective and that the PER review of CDRS is only
minimally effective. HHS also agreed that targeted PER reviews generally
require more administrative resources.

mHs said that while it agreed that the relative effectiveness of the 'ýaR
reviews can be improved by reducing the number of CDRs, it did not
believe that the PER review should be limited to initial cases only. tills
said any legislation

"should provide the maximum flexibility to direct resources where they are most
needed. That would enable us to judge what types of cases are most error-prone at
any given time and expend resources to remedy the problem, whether it involves
allowances, denials or continuing disability review cases. Legislation either specify-
ing percentages and types of cases SSA is to review or excluding types of cases from
review severely restricts SSA's ability to manage the disability program
effectively."

Our recommendation would increase ssA's flexibility by excluding con-

tinuances from the universe of cases that sm is required to review. It
would not prohibit SSA from reviewing continuances or any other types

of cases if ssA thought this was needed to improve the accuracy of deci-
sions. However, such reviews would be in addition to the legislatively
required reviews of initial and reconsideration allowances.



Appendix I

Methodology and Tables

We developed a cost-benefit model to estimate (I) the effect of SSA's PER

reviews on the disability and Medicare trust funds and (2) the effect of
targeted sampling at sample levels from 5 to 100 percent. We also used
the model to estimate the effect of shifting resources from reviewing
continuances to a targeted review of initial allowances,

Cost-Benefit Model Our model used the following cost-per-case averages:

* $63 for regional Disability Quality Branch (DQB) QA reviews of initial an(
reconsideration decisions,
$77 for regional DQB QA reviews of continuing disability decisions.
$53 for regional DQB PER reviews,

* $54 for regional medical staff reviews,
* $38 for program service center and Office of Disability Operations PER

reviews of continuances, and
* $63 for central medical staff reviews of continuances.

We derived these averages from cost and workload data supplied by the
relevant components of ssA. We allocated regional DQB costs to the differ
ent types of reviews based on productivity studies done by ss's Office
of Disability Program Quality.

To estimate future benefit savings due to PER reviews, we used the
number of cases reversed by SSA'S reviews, reduced by an estimated
number who would be expected to file successful appeals or file success-
ful new claims in future years.

To determine the effects of appeals and new claim filings, we studied
the 1,192 disabled worker claims that were reversed to denials by PER
reviews from January 1 through June 30, 1987. This study, reported in
table 1.1, also determined the sex and average age of claimants who did
not successfully appeal their denials. We used the age and sex variables
in determining the present value of the benefit awards (including Medi-
care benefits) that would have been made to these claimants if not for
the PER reviews. We derived the average present value from %A's table
of present values by age and sex, which take into account that some
persons will die or recover from their disabilities before reaching age 65
at which time they would be eligible to receive retirement benefits
rather than disability benefits.
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Table 1.1: Results of GAO's Study of
Claimants Denied Benefits by PER DD!
Reviews (Jan .June 1987) reconsideratioi

DOS initial awards awardi
Reversed by PER reviews 923 269

Benefits granted or apoea, 373 ,40 4% - .

Benefits denied 550 (59 6%, - 4 4, 4

Status of denials (Feb. 1989):

Receiving disability benefits from a new
application 38

Filed 7/87.6/88 27

Filed 7/88.10/88 11

Rece,ving retirement benefits 105 6

Retirement beneficiaries deceased 5
Not receiving benefits 402 2'

Average age of dened claimants 49

Effect of Targeted We used SSA's QA data to identify the most error-prone types of ,'xsws
Our database was the 30,275 initial DDs allowances reviewed by ' SSA firSampling QA purposes in fiscal years 1987 and 1988. ssA provided data showing

the number reviewed and the number returned to Drss for ea(h disabil
ity (primary diagnosis) code. We were also able to separate the casts
that DDSS decided using both medical and vocational factors from those
decided on a medical basis only. The medical/ vocational allowancs gen
erally have a higher error rate than allowances based on medical ci'trdl-
tion alone.

Using these case characteristics, we ranked each type of case fromn tho,,
with the highest return (error) rates to those with the lowest We then
calculated the percentage of all erroneous cases that would be reviewed
if SSA reviewed 5 percent of all DDS allowances, focusing on the types ,if
cases with the highest error rates. We made this calculation for each 5-
percent increase in sample size up to a 100-percent review We then pro
jected these results to the universe of initial DIs allowances in fiscal yea
1988. This permitted us to compare targeted sampling at various levels
with ssA's actual I'ER results in fiscal year 1988. We excluded the QA
cases from the universe of allowances, on the assumption that the QA
sample would remain the same regardless of how •, selected the I'ri:

sample.

A
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Table 1.2 shows the results of the above calculations. In this table, it is
assumed that the medical staffs would be able to review 20 percent of
initial DOs allowances, about the number they actually reviewed in fiscal
year 1988. Because the medical staff review all ,A cases. wA results and
PER results are equal up to the 20-percent level. For additional PER cases
reviewed above a 20-percent sample. s& would be dependent on its non-
medical reviewers to identify incorrect or inadequately documented
decisions. Hence the PER results above a 20-percent sample are lower
than would be projected from QA results

Table 1.3 shows the effect of increasing the medical and review staffs kiI
to the point that 50 percent of initial allowances could be reviewed with
the same attention given to QA cases. These additional resources would
be approximately equal to what is now expended on PER reviews of con-
tinuances. The number of erroneous decisions identified increases con-
siderably in this illustration compared with table 1 2

Tables 1.4 and 1.5 use our cost-benefit model to show the future benefit
savings from the various levels of targeted sampling compared with
s•, s fiscal year 1988 reviews of initial Dot allowances Table 1.5 shows
the increased benefit savings that would result from using additional
resources, as done in table 13.

Tables 1.6 and 1.7 include the costs of the reviews and subtract them
from the projected savings to obtain net savings. In estimating reviewer
costs, we made adjustments to reflect the difficulty in reviewing error-
prone cases. Based on .sA productivity data. we adjusted reviewer costs
at 10-percent sample intervals. The costs are highest for the first 10-
percent sample: they then decrease for each 10-percent increase in the
targeted sample This takes into account that each increase in the sam-
ple contains fewer erroneous cases and is thus less time-consuming to
review. Table 1.7 shows the increased costs that would be incurred and
the increased future benefit savings from reviewing initial allowances if
resources were shifted from continuance reviews.

Poo* 24 VAfl , n t*OflD•-9L • B . -
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Table 1.2: Potential Results of Targeting
PER Sample Percent of

Initial erroneous Percent
allowances Percent cases actually Number
reviewed reviewed reviewed identified" identified

64706 52 173 17"3 1 -45

34054 - 106 278 27 8 2804
53-008 165 382 382 3852

66 80 206 472 47 2 43C
79673 248 - 496 5A 2
97 02* 30 2 61 3 ,520 5245

112441 350 669 539 a 43'

128504 40 0 724 558 -626

145531 453 77 1 57 4

'59988 498 - ---- 09 587 59'

176.694 55 0 84 2 598 5032

'95 969 61 0 878 610 6 .:

207856 64 7 89 7 61 7 t 2''

225204 7C 1 923 625

240303 74-8- - 956 63 7 6 4_'

258294 804 975 643 345"

274 357 854 989 648 S i.

290099 903 99 7 65

306 162 95 366 000 652
3221'0 - 1000 652

SSA'a fiscal year 1988 results:

'86,666 581 581 403 4369

'This table assumes regional medscal staffs car rewew only 20 oercenr of PER cases a'
,eve~s (above 20 Dercenlt no0 all erroneous oec,s~ons are be~ng returned 10 Ire DOSs

Page 26 GAO/II]DD90-28 SM RIews of Slate DtaabUlty De•Osion,
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Table 1.3: Potential Results of Targeting
PER Sample Using Reallocated CDR Percent of
Resources initial erroneous Percent

allowances Percent cases actually Numbe
reviewed reviewed reviewed Identifled° identifie

16,706 52 173 173 '74

34054 106 278 278 2-8C
53008 1 165 382 382 38 B

-. 206 472 472 - 47E

79673 248 542 542 5 4f
97021 302 61 3 623 6IT

112,441 .. . 350 669 669 674
128504 40 0 72 4 724 7 3C
145531 - 453 - 77 1 7 77

159.988 498 80 9 809 8 1E
176694 550 842 820 827

195 969 - 610 87 8 832 - 83S
207856 647 897 839 4

225,204 70 1 923 9848 8 5E

,374 8 - 956 859 8 6f

258.294 804 975 865 8 7ý

274357 854 989 870 8 77

290.099 903 99J7 87 3 888C

306.162 953 1000 874 881
321,261 1000 1000 874 881

SSA's fiscal year 1988 results:
186.666 581 58.1 403 4 OE

'This table assumes regional medical staffs can review 50 percent of PER cases
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Table 1.4: Calculation of Future Benefit Savings From Trge•ting PER Sample
Percent of Erroneous Decisions Denials after Teative Savings lost to

Initial allowances totsl decisions reversed appeals benefit savings new claims Adjusted
reviewed reviewed returned (.54) (.60) (76,364) (32) savings

06 52 1745 942 565 S43_185986 9 '3 ' '-,,
34 54 106 2804 1514 908 69394558 22 20,6 25,

53008 -- 165 385 -- 2061 1 248 95355647 305138C7 '64'•f
66'80 206 - 4761 2.571 ¶543 117 827209 37 04 70 '225.

79673 248 5.001 2701 1-62- - 23766828 39605385 R4 'n' 44=
9702, 302 5,245 2832 699 129 805 442 41 537 74' ''2'..

11244 350 5437 2936 11762 "34.557 138 43058284 ' .4
28 504 400 5626 3038 '823 1'39234588 44555068 6:.,""

14553 45 3 3 125 1875 '43219083 45830 107 j88

159 988 5917 3 1956 1 917 '46436377 46 859 64 -. '

176694 550 6030 - 32i56 1954 149 232948 47 754 544
195969 610 6154 3323 1994 152301 752 48 "36566

207856 .... .6 - 6219 358 2015- -. 53916 399 49251 326 4 5'.

225•24 701 6308 - 3406 2044 156 113008 49956 6.3 "'5 # .,
240303 748 - 6421 34647 2.080 '58909579 50 85' 065 ,
258294 804 6487 - 3503 2102 160542975 51 373 '52 "

4  
.

274357 854 6.535 3.529 2117 161 7,)0899 5' 1'5, M8
290099 903 6562 3543 2125 '62399106 5' 967'4 4

306162 953 6572 3549 2129 162,646590 52046909
32' 26, 1000 6572 3549 2 129 '6264659C 5,2A69.6 '

SSA's fiscal year 196 PER results:
186666 581 4069 2197 1318 10070 4305 122.44 4 ,'-

Note QA cases are exciudedl on I'e assu'•i,.n ,IaT SSA *oid rc-' ,e • e
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Table 1.5: Calculation of Future Savings From Targeting PER SampIS Uig Realocated COR Resources
Percent of Erroneous Decisions Denials after Tentative Savngs lost to

ni alows $ce total decisions reversed appeals benefit savings new claims Adjusts
reviewed reviewed retunmd (.54) (.60) (V6,34) (.32) saving

16706 -5-2 1,745 942 565 $434185,986 S13.819515 $2936647

340•54 -106 2804 1514 908 69,394558 22.206.259 47 18830

53008 165 3.853 2,081 1248 95.355.647 30.513.807 64841 84

66180 206 4.761 2.571 1 543 117,827.209 37704.707 80122,50

79 673 248 5.467 2.952 1.771 135.299.590 43295.869 9200372

97021 3o2 6.184 3.339 2.004 153,044,205 48,974.145 104070.05

112,441 350 6.749 3.644 2,187 167,027.060 53,448.659 113 578.4C

128,504 400 7303 3.944 2,366 180737,682 57.836.058 12290162

145531 - 453 7778 4.200 2,520 192.493,180 61.597817 130 895.3E

159.988 4-9498 8.161 --- 4.407 2644 201,971.823 64.630,983 13734084

176 694 550 8.274 4.488 2681 204,768394 65.525.886 139.242 5C

W95969 61 0 8398 4535 2,721 207,837,198 66.507,903 141.329 2c

207856 64 7 - 8463 4570 2.742 209,445.845 67,022,670 -142.423 17

225204 ( 706 8552 4,618 2771 211.648,454 67,727.505 143.92094

240303 748 8.665 4679 2807 214.445.025 68622.408 145 82261

258294 804 8.730 4.714 2829 216.053.672 69"37175 146 9164S

274 357 4 778 4.740 2844 217.241.596 69.517.311 147 724 2E

290099 -90Y3 8.806 4.755 2.853 217934.551 69739.056 148 1954S
306 162 95.. •-3 8,816 4.761 2.856 218 182,035 69.818.251 148 363 7E
316886 4,761 2856 218.182.035 69818,251 148 3 E3.Th

Sls fiscal year 1160 PER results:
I86666 581 4.069 2,197 1.318 100701.305 32224.418 68 476 8B

Note CA cases are excluded on the assmtiorn that SSA would cotflnue to select them rariaor"y
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Table 1.6: Costs and Net Future Benefit Savings From Targeting PER Sample

Percent of
allowances Number Future benefit Medical Return per
reviewed reviewed savings Review coasts staff costs Total costs Net savings dollar spenit

52 16,706 $29.366,470 $1 252,950 $902,124 $2155.074 $27211.396 $1363
106 34,054 47,188.300 2.554.050 1,&38,916 4,392.966 42.795.334 10 74

165. 53008 64841 840 3,880,830 2.862.432 6,743,262 58.098,578 962

206 - - 66.180 80.122.502 4.802,870 3.573.720 8,376,590 71.745.912 957

24 8 79.763 84.161,443 5.685,765 3.573.720 9,259,485 74.901.958 909

302 97.021 88,267,701 6,807,535 3.573,720 10.381,255 77,886,446 850

350 112.441 91,498,854 7,732.735 3.573.720 11,306,455 80.192,399 809

400 128,504 94,679.520 8,696,515 3,573.720 12,270,235 82.409.285 7 72

453 145.531 97,388,977 9,633,000 3.573.720 13,206,720 84,182,257 7137

4968 159,988 99,576,737 10,428,135 3,573,720 14.001,855 85,574,882 7 11

550 176.694 101.478,405 11,263,435 3.573,720 14,837.155 86,641.250 684

610 195,969 103,565,191 12,227,185 3,573,720 15.800,905 87,764,286 -655

647 207,856 104,659,071 12.762,100 3,573,720 16.335.820 88323,251 641

70 225,204 106,156,846 13,542,760 3.573,720 17.116,480 89.040.366 620

748 240.303 108.058,514 14,146,720 3,573.720 17,720,440 90,338,074 610

804 258.294 109,169,223 14.866.360 3,573,720 18.440.080 90,729,143 592

85 4 274.357 109.977.011 15,428.565 3,573.720 19.002.285 90,974.726 5 79

903 290.099 110.431.392 15,979,535 3.573,720 19,553255 90,878,137 565
953 306.162 110,599,681 16.461.425 3,573.720 20,035.145 90,564.536 552

1000- 321 261 110,599,681 16,914,395 3,573,720 20.488.115 90,1 1.566 540

SSA's fiscal year 19N results:

58 1 186,666 68,476,887 9.893,298 3,326.388 13,219,686 55,257,201 5 18

Notes

1 This analysis assumes that regional medical staffs can review cases up to the 20. percent level

2 Reviewer costs are highest for the 10 percent ot cases in the most error-prone categories, and
decrease with each additional 10 percent
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Table 1.7: Costs and Future Savings From Targeting PER Sample Using Reallocated CDR Resources

Percent of
allowances Number Future benefit Medical staff Return p.
reviewed reviewed savings Review costs costs Total costs Net savings dollar span

5-2 16.706 $29.366.470 $1,252,950 $902.124 $2.155,074 $27,211 396 $13 6
106 34,054 47,188,300 2.554.050 1,838,916 4.392966 42.795.334 107,
16 5 53008 64.841.840 3.880.830 2.862,432 6.743,262 58.098,578 9 61

206- 6 . 66180 - 80,122,502 4.802,870 3,573,720 8,376,590 71.745.912 95
24 8 79 763 92,003,721 5,685,765 4.307,202 9,992.967 82,010,754 92
302 97021 104.070.059 6,807.535 5.239,134 12,046,669 92.023.390 8 6&

3 112441 113.578.401 7,732.735 6,071,814 13.804,549 99.773.852 82:

400 128.504 122 901,624 8,696.515 6,939,216 15,635,731 107,265.893 781
453- 145.531 130,895.362 9,633.000 7,858,674 17,491,674 113,403.688 741
498 159,988 137.340.840 10,428,135 8,639,352 19.067,487 118,273.353 7 Z2
550 176,694 139.242,508 11,263,435 8.639,352 19,902.787 119,339.721 - 7-5

610 . 195,969 141,423,174 12,227,185 8,639,352 20,866,537 120,556.637 6 7:
647 207,856 143.920.948 12.762,100 8,639,352 21,401,452 122,519496 67.
701 225.204 145,822.617 13.542,760 8.639.352 22.182,112 123.640505 -65
748 240,303 146,916.497 14.146,720 8,639.352 22,786.072 124.130 425 64
80 4 258,294 147.724.285 14866,360 8,639,352 23,505.712 124.218 573 62.
85 4 274.357 148,195,495 15.428,565 8.639.352 24.067.917 124.127 578 61.
903 290,099 148,363,784 15,979,535 8.639.352 24,618,887 123,744 897 6l0
953 306.162 148,363,784 16,461,425 8.639.35? 25,100,777 123,263,007 59

1000 321.261 148.363.784 16,914,395 8.639.352 25,553,747 122.810.037 58

S8kA' fiscal year 1988 results:
58 1 186,666 68.476,887 9,893.298 3,326.388 13.219,686 55.257.201 5-1

Notes

1 This analysis assumes regional medical staffs can review cases up to the 50-percent level

2 Reviewer costs are highest for the 10 percent of cases in the most error prone categoves anc

decrease with each additional 10 percent

S
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Comments From the Department of Health and
Human Services

D$ EPARTMENT OF HEALTHA.Ht %AN i[RVICES o',c.O G-1.o

JAN 22 W

Mr. Lwwrlnce H. Thompson
Assistant Comptroller General
United States General

Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Thompson:

Enclosed are the Department's commenti on your draft report,
"Soial Security: SSA Could Save Nil, ions by Targeting its
Reviews of State Disability Decisions." The comments represent
the tentative position of the Deparrment and are subject to
reevaluation when the final version of this report is received.

The Department appreciates the opportunity to comment on this
draft report before its putlication.

Sincerely yours,

Richard P. Kuaaarow
Inspector General

Enclosure

L
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Cemmenma Frm the Department of Health
sad Human Servi•es

COIENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ON THE
MNEIAAL ACCO9MTING OFFICE'S DRAFT REPORT. "SSA COULD SAVE

MILLIONS DY TARGETING ITS REVIEWS OF STATE DISARILITY DECISIONS"

General Accounting Office R commendations

That the Secretary of the Department of Health end Human
Services direct the Social Security Administration (SSA) to
use a targeted sample for its preeffectuation reviews (PER)
of initial disability determination services (DOS)
ellowances. While this would require some additional review
staftf and medical staff, costs would be far exceeded by the
reductions in future benefit payments resulting from the
targeted reviews.

The Congress should revise Section 221(c) of the Social
Security Act to exclude CDR continuances from the DDS
decisions SSA is required to review. SSA could then lipit
its reviews of continuances to a quality assurance (QA)
sample, and transfer administrative resources to a more
cost-effective targeted review of initial DDS allowances.

We agree that the PER of initial allowances can be targeted to be
sore effective, and that the continuing disability review (CDR)
PfR is only minimally effective. We also agree that targeted
reviews generally require sore administrative resources.

While we agree that the relative effectiveness of the PER process
can be improved by reducing the number of CDR continuance
reviews, we do not believe that the PER review should be limited
to initial cases only. Any legislation in this regard should
provide the maximum flexibility to direct resources where they
are moat needed. That would enable us to judge what types of
cases are most error prone at any given time and expend resources
to remedy the problem, whether it involves allowances, denials or
continuing disability review cases. Legislation either
specifying percentages and types of cases SSA is to review or
excluding types of cass from review severely restricts SSA's
ability to manage the disability program effectively. However,
if Congress insists on retaining requirements regarding
percentages and types of cases to be reviewed, those contained in
the Administration's bill (Section 702 of "Social Security
Amendments of 1989") are superior to those contained in present
law.

U
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